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Saturn Network

Saturn Network is a collection of services for cryptocurrency owners and traders. Our mission is to build necessary tools that make working with cryptocurrencies easy – and help with global cryptocurrency adoption as a result.ICO Details

Saturn Network
Saturn Wallet – Send Custom Tokens

By Sam R / 3 days ago/ 3 min read

You can now send custom Ethereum Classic or Ethereum tokens via Saturn Wallet! Let’s have a look how it works.

Saturn Network
Radex Development Update – one click trading on the horizon

By Sam R / 9 days ago/ 3 min read

So far August has been a very exciting month of Radex developing, let’s find out what is going on.

Saturn Network
Whitepaper v1.2 Released

By Saturn / 11 days ago/ 2 min read

You can now find Saturn Network’s whitepaper v1.2 on our forum for easy navigation. We will continue to update it as we progress.

Getting Started
Video Guide For Creating A Token And ICO On Ethereum Classic

By Sam R / 15 days ago/ 2 min read

Sam has a look at Neuron’s guide for creating an ERC223 token and launching an ICO on Ethereum Classic. Also check out some of these ETC games!

Saturn Network
Main ICO Has Ended

By Sam R / 25 days ago/ 1 min read

Our main ICO has now ended, let’s have a look at how much SATURN has currently been distributed!

Saturn Network
ICO Update

By Saturn / a month ago/ 6 min read

Our ICO ends on August 1st, here is our latest update where we outline new changes to our development plan and how we will move forward.

Saturn Network
Official Saturn DAO Announcement Channels

By Sam R / a month ago/ 2 min read

We have set up an official Saturn DAO announcement channel on telegram and also a twitter account, so you can quickly find updates.

Saturn Network
Ethereum Classic Hard Cap Reached

By Sam R / a month ago/ 2 min read

After six weeks, our Saturn Classic launch sale has hit its hard cap!

Saturn Network
Saturn Network Dev & ICO Update

By Saturn / a month ago/ 6 min read

Following our interim ICO results, here is our reassessed development plan on how we will move forward until the end of 2018.

Getting Started
What Is The Difference Between Bitcoin and Ethereum?

By Sam R / a month ago/ 5 min read

A great place to dive into cryptocurrency, is to learn about the two biggest cryptos: Bitcoin & Ethereum. Let’s have a look at what makes them different.

Saturn Network
Development Update

By Sam R / 2 months ago/ 2 min read

Come listen to Sam give you a development update regarding Radex Classic and our thoughts on raising our outreach!

Saturn Network
On The Move With CIS Advisor Marat Salimov

By Sam R / 2 months ago/ 6 min read

Our CIS Advisor Marat is always on the move around Russia, let’s find out more about what he is currently up to!

Getting Started
Trust Wallet – Universal Support Across Ethereum, Ethereum Classic and Callisto

By Sam R / 2 months ago/ 2 min read

TrustWallet provides you with a mobile wallet that supports Ethereum, Ethereum Classic and Callisto. Perfect for Saturn Network? Let’s find out!

Saturn Network
Beyond Bitcoin, a Saturn Network sponsored event in Thailand

By Sam R / 2 months ago/ 12 min read

Beyond Bitcoin: Building A Brighter Future, an event in Bangkok on the 4th June hosted by Oracuse and sponsored by Saturn Network. Let’s find out more with more Kawin!

Saturn Network
Saturn Classic Protocol Launch Sale

By Sam R / 2 months ago/ 2 min read

The Saturn Classic protocol launch sale allows you to join the Saturn Classic DAO today and directly support the launch of Radex Classic.

Crypto Review
State of Ethereum Classic

By Neuron / 2 months ago/ 7 min read

Team Saturn has experience developing smart contracts for both Ethereum and Ethereum Classic platforms. Let’s hear what they have to say about current state of Ethereum Classic development.

Saturn Network
Digitex Futures Listed On Radex

By Sam R / 2 months ago/ 2 min read

Another week and more updates for Radex! Digitex is now tradable.

Crypto Trading
Decentralized ETFs explained

By Neuron / 2 months ago/ 4 min read

In this article we explain how decentralized ETFs can be implemented on Ethereum blockchain, their technical and economics foundations.

Saturn Network
Debitum and GeneviÃ¨ve listed on Radex

By Sam R / 2 months ago/ 2 min read

Three new ERC223 tokens have been listed on Radex, come check them out!

Crypto Review
Reddit Sentiment Analysis

By Neuron / 2 months ago/ 7 min read

What is sentiment analysis? Read more to find out how this technique might help you analyze new projects to invest in.

Crypto Review
Reddit Sentiment Analysis

By Neuron / 3 months ago/ 7 min read

What is sentiment analysis? Read more to find out how this technique might help you analyze new projects to invest in.

Saturn Network
Meet Our Technical Advisor: Dexaran

By Sam R / 3 months ago/ 1 min read

Saturn Network update: Dexaran, CEO of Ethereum Commonwealth & author of the ERC223 standard, is formally added as a technical advisor.

Crypto Trading
Atomic Arbitrage Between Decentralized Exchanges

By Neuron / 3 months ago/ 4 min read

Atomic Arbitrage has long been the holy grail of traders – a trading strategy that by definition is guaranteed to be profitable. With decentralized exchanges and smart contracts, it is possible.

Getting Started
Quickly exchange Bitcoin into Ethereum with Changelly

By Sam R / 3 months ago/ 3 min read

Let’s have a look at the Changelly platform together and learn how to exchange BTC into ETH.

Saturn Network
Saturn Ethereum Classic Logo?

By Sam R / 3 months ago/ 1 min read

Should we have different logos for separate blockchains? Here is two concepts for a Saturn Ethereum Classic logo, what do you think?

Saturn Network
Multi Chain Airdrop Formula Explained

By Sam R / 3 months ago/ 1 min read

Let’s have a quick look at our multi blockchain airdrop formula and what that means for SATURN holders.

Crypto News
EIP712: A small change towards global adoption of crypto

By Neuron / 3 months ago/ 3 min read

EIP712 is a new proposal that is about to land in MetaMask and other major Ethereum wallets. It will improve user safety through improved user experience.

Saturn Network
Saturn Network main ICO has launched

By Sam R / 3 months ago/ 2 min read

Our ICO has now started, with an updated website. Here are all the details you need to know to participate in our crowdsale.

Crypto News
So-Called ERC20 Vulnerability Causes Exchanges To Panic

By Sam R / 3 months ago/ 3 min read

A quick look at the ERC20 batchOverflow exploit, what it means and how it was allowed to happen.

Saturn Network
Video Guide For Saturn Network’s Strategic Investor Program

By Sam R / 3 months ago/ 1 min read

Saturn Network’s community manager Sam shows you how to access our strategic investor program and how easy it is to use our pre-sale dApp.
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Cryptocurrency casinos are online casinos that accept cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, and others as a form of payment. These types of casinos have become increasingly popular in recent years, as they offer players the ability to make anonymous transactions with fast and secure processing times.

Cryptocurrency casinos typically work in the same way as traditional online casinos, but they allow players to deposit and withdraw funds using cryptocurrencies. To use a cryptocurrency at a casino, players will need to have a digital wallet that supports the specific cryptocurrency they want to use. Once they have a wallet, they can transfer cryptocurrency to the casino’s wallet address and start playing.

One advantage of using cryptocurrency at casinos is that transactions are usually processed much faster than traditional payment methods like credit cards or bank transfers. Additionally, because cryptocurrencies are decentralized and not regulated by any central authority, players can enjoy a greater degree of anonymity and privacy when using them for online gambling.

It’s important to note that cryptocurrency casinos are not regulated in the same way as traditional online casinos, and players should be cautious when choosing a casino to play at. It’s important to do research and choose a reputable and licensed casino with a good reputation for fairness and security. Additionally, as with any form of online gambling, players should always gamble responsibly and only risk what they can afford to lose.



Many online casinos accept Visa as a form of payment for depositing and withdrawing funds. Visa is one of the most widely accepted payment methods at online casinos, and it’s a popular choice among players because it’s easy to use and offers fast and secure transactions. If you’re interested in using Visa at an online casino, be sure to check the casino’s payment options to ensure that Visa is accepted, and always be responsible when it comes to gambling. To use Visa at an online casino, you will need to go to the cashier or banking section of the casino’s website and select Visa as your payment method. You’ll then be prompted to enter your Visa card details, including the card number, expiration date, and CVV code, as well as the amount you wish to deposit or withdraw. Once you’ve entered your information, the transaction should be processed within a few seconds, and your funds will be available to use at the casino.

Using Mastercard at online casinos in the USA can sometimes be challenging due to the restrictions on online gambling in certain states. However, many online casinos do accept Mastercard deposits from players in the USA, and some even offer special bonuses for using this payment method. If you are interested in using Mastercard to make deposits at an online casino in the USA, you should first check if online gambling is legal in your state. If it is legal, you can then search for online casinos that accept Mastercard deposits from players in your area. It’s important to choose a reputable online casino that is licensed and regulated to ensure that your personal and financial information is kept secure.

American Express (Amex) is a popular credit card provider that is accepted at many online casinos as a deposit method. To make an Amex casino deposit, you will need to have a valid Amex credit card and be registered with an online casino that accepts this payment method.

Here are the general steps you can follow to make an Amex casino deposit:

Log in to your online casino account.
Go to the cashier or banking section.
Select Amex as your preferred deposit method.
Enter the amount you wish to deposit.
Enter your Amex card details, including the card number, expiration date, and security code.
Confirm the transaction.

It is important to note that not all online casinos accept Amex as a payment method, so be sure to check with the casino before attempting to make a deposit. Additionally, some casinos may charge fees for using Amex, so be sure to read the terms and conditions carefully before making a deposit.
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